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Abstract. Asymptotically anti-de Sitter spaces are defined by boundary
conditions on the gravitational field which obey the following criteria: (i) they
are 0(3, 2) invariant; (ii) they make the 0(3, 2) surface integral charges finite;
(iii) they include the Kerr-anti-de Sitter metric. An explicit expression of the
O (3, 2) charges in terms of the canonical variables is given. These charges are
shown to close in the Dirac brackets according to the anti-de Sitter algebra.
The results are extended to the case of N = 1 supergravity. The coupling to
gravity of a third-rank, completely antisymmetric, abelian gauge field is also
considered. That coupling makes it possible to vary the cosmological constant
and to compare the various anti-de Sitter spaces which are shown to have the
same energy.

1. Introduction
The need for a satisfactory explanation of the vanishing of the cosmological
constant is one of the outstanding problems of theoretical physics.
One feels that a possible way of making progress toward an eventual solution
of the problem is to become familiar with one's enemy. Thus we investigate in
detail in this paper the dynamics of the gravitational field when the cosmological
constant is negative.
The reason for restricting ourselves to A < 0 is that in that case spacelike
surfaces are open (non-compact) and the system possesses a richer structure due to
the presence of an asymptotic 0(3,2) symmetry at spacelike infinity. It is then
necessary to incorporate this asymptotic symmetry into the hamiltonian of the
theory just as one incorporates the asymptotic Poincar6 group in the case A = 0
[1]. This problem does not arise if A > 0, since in that case the spatial sections are
generically compact and there is no asymptotic structure.
*
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"To incorporate the symmetry into the hamiltonian" means that one must find
appropriate boundary conditions at infinity.
The first step in that direction is to observe that when A < 0 the solution of the
matter free Einstein equations possessing the maximum number of symmetries is
the anti-de Sitter spacetime [-2] whose group of motions is 0(3, 2). This geometry
takes then the role played by Minkowski space when A =0. Therefore, one
demands that the allowed fields in the action principle should approach at large
spacelike distances the anti-de Sitter configuration.
However, this observation in itself is not sufficient. One must specify precisely
what is meant by "approaching asymptotically the anti-de Sitter geometry." This
must be done by finding a set of boundary conditions at spacelike infinity which
satisfy the following requirements. (i) The asymptotic conditions must be invariant
under the action of the anti-de Sitter group since otherwise a symmetry
transformation would map an allowed configuration onto a non-allowed one.
(ii) The symmetry transformations must have well defined canonical generators,
i.e., one must be able to improve the naive weakly vanishing hamiltonian by
adding to it appropriate surface integrals which make its functional derivatives
well defined [1]. These generators should obey the 0(3,2) algebra. (iii) The
boundary conditions should include the asymptotically anti-de Sitter solutions
of physical interest, such as the Kerr-anti-de Sitter metric [-3], since otherwise,
they would be too restrictive. (iv) Lastly, the boundary conditions should
preferably be expressed directly in terms of the spacetime metric components,
which are the variables to be summed over in the path integral.
Now, it is not satisfactory to simply mimic the boundary conditions of the
A--0 case, that is, to require the allowed metrics to differ from the anti-de Sitter
configuration, written in the standard coordinate system, by perturbation terms
vanishing as r-1 at infinity. Indeed, by doing so, one gets boundary conditions
which not only do not obey requirement (i) above, but which also fail to make the
0(3, 2) surface integrals convergent.
Therefore, it is necessary to reconsider asymptotically anti-de Sitter spaces
from the very beginning. This program is carried through in this paper.
We propose in the next section a precise definition of asymptotically anti-de
Sitter spaces by means of boundary conditions at spatial infinity on the metric
coefficients. These boundary conditions are explicitly shown to be 0(3,2)
invariant and to contain the Kerr-anti-de Sitter metric. They are also shown to
imply the asymptotic conditions listed in [4], which were expressed in terms of the
Ricci tensor components.
The canonical analysis is undertaken in Sects. III and IV, where the last
necessary condition (ii) on the boundary conditions is proved to hold. An explicit
surface integral formula for the 0(3, 2) charges is given in terms of the canonical
variables of gravity. These surface integrals are all finite and close in the Dirac
bracket according to the 0(3, 2) algebra.
New developments have been made recently in the study of the stability of the
anti-de Sitter background [5-7]. Based on arguments similar to those of the A = 0
case [8, 9], the anti-de Sitter solution has been shown, for a given A, to be a state of
minimum energy. This result follows from the existence of an additional symmetry,
namely, supersymmetry, under which the anti-de Sitter configuration is invariant
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(at least in the simpler models). Supersymmetry enables one to find a manifestly
positive expression for the energy, by considering the variation of the supercharge
under an infinitesimal global supersymmetry transformation [I0-13].
These arguments remain formal in the A < 0 case, however, as long as precise
boundary conditions on the fermionic partners of the gravitational field are not
given. These boundary conditions should obey criteria analogous to those of pure
gravity, that is, they should be invariant under supersymmetry transformations
[and under O (3, 2)] and they should make the supercharge surface integral finite.
It is only if these requirements are met that the graded extension of O (3, 2) will be
realized as a canonical (asymptotic) symmetry.
Again, one cannot fulfill the above demands if one simply takes over the
boundary conditions of the A =0 case [~pz= O(r 2)] and a detailed analysis is
necessary.
That analysis is provided here for N = 1 supergravity, along the same lines as
for pure gravity. Boundary conditions under which the asymptotic OSp(1,4)
symmetry is incorporated into the hamiltonian of the theory are given. The
canonical generators of the OSp(1, 4) superalgebra are shown to be well defined
and, as an immediate consequence, they close in the Dirac bracket according to the
OSp(1, 4) superalgebra, so important in the proof of the positivity theorems. The
extension to more elaborate models is not considered here but should proceed
along the same conceptual lines.
Lastly, since the ultimate goal of the study of gravity with a cosmological
constant is to understand why the latter vanishes, it is necessary to set up a
formalism in which all anti-de Sitter configurations with different radii of
curvature live in the same space, so that they can be compared.
We study that question in the last section, in the case when the mechanism that
induces the cosmological constant is the coupling to gravity of an antisymmetric,
third-rank, abelian gauge field [14]. The hamiltonian formalism is shown to be
well defined even when one considers different values of A simultaneously and the
appropriate surface integrals are given. We find that when the theory consists only
of gravity coupled to the antisymmetric tensor, all anti-de Sitter spaces possess
classically the same 0(3, 2) charges (including the energy).
Finally, some useful information about the geometric properties of anti-de
Sitter spaces and the Kerr-anti-de Sitter solution is collected in the appendices.
The results of this paper have been previously reported in abbreviated form in
[15, 16].

II. Asymptotically Anti-de Sitter Spacetimes
As we mentioned in the introduction, the boundary conditions at spatial infinity
should be devised so as to meet the following three requirements:
(i) they should contain the Kerr-anti-de Sitter metric [3], a metric which it is
reasonable to take as the prototype which all isolated systems in anti-de Sitter
space approach at infinity;
(ii) they should be invariant under the anti-de Sitter group O (3, 2);
(iii) they should make the surface integrals associated with the generators of
0(3, 2) finite.
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For definiteness, we consider the coordinate systems in which the empty antide Sitter metric reads

ds~=--[l+(R)21dtZ+II+(R)Zl-ldr2+r2df22

.

(II.1)

Here, R is the radius of curvature, related to the cosmological constant A by
R = ( 3 / - A ) ~/2. The components of the Killing vectors in that coordinate system as
well as some of their properties are given in Appendix A.
One way to fulfill the conditions (i) and (ii) above is to start with the Kerr-antide Sitter metric, whose asymptotic structure is discussed in Appendix B, and to act
on it with the 0(3, 2) group in all possible ways.
If one goes through that procedure, one generates metric perturbations hxu
(ds2= ds~ + hx,dxXdx ~) which behave asymptotically as
h,t = r - lftt(t, 0, ~b)+ O(r- z),

(II.2a)

2),

(II.2b)

ht4 = r- l~4(t, 0, ~) --~0(/,'-2),

(II.2c)

ht, = r-4f~,( t, O, ~) + O(r- 5),

(II.2d)

hr~ = r- sf,,( t, O, O) + O(r- 6),

(II.2e)

h~o= r- 4f, o(t, O, qb) + O(r- 5),

(II.2f)

h,o = r-4 f~e(t, O, ~) + O(r- 5),

(II.2g)

hoo = r- *foo( t, O, ~) + O(r 2),

(II.2h)

ho, = r- *fo,(t, O, ~) + O(r- 2) ,

(II.2i)

2).

(II.2j)

h~o= r- ~J~o(t, O, ~b)+ O(r-

hoe = r - l f4,e(t, O, ~) + O(r-

This motivates our adopting (II.2) as boundary conditions. One easily checks
that these are 0(3, 2) invariant: the Lie derivative of the perturbation hz, along the
anti-de Sitter generators obeys the same boundary conditions as the perturbation
itself. This can be easily seen by straightforward computations using the
asymptotic behavior of the Killing vectors given in Appendix A [formulas
(A.8a-c)]. [It is assumed throughout that O,O(r")= O(r"-1) when needed.]
The above boundary conditions are actually invariant under Lie transport
along a wider, infinite dimensional group generated by the vector fields ~ obeying
4# - !~abTT#
2 ~
~b

r--~

~ 0

(IL3)

Here, the components ~ of ~ along the Killing fields U~b (a, b = 1, ..., 5) are ten
constants. The precise fall off of (II.3) is determined in Appendix C.
It will be shown in the next section that the transformations with ~ = 0, which
vanish at infinity, have no surface integral associated with them and are
accordingly pure ("proper" [17]) gauge transformations. Two invariance transformations differing by a pure gauge transformation, i.e., characterized by the same
coefficients ~ , must be identified since they produce the same physical effects. The
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quotient group so defined is just the anti-de Sitter group, which is in that sense the
asymptotic symmetry group of the theory.
What happens here is quite different from the A = 0 situation, where the
asymptotic symmetry group contains not only the Poincar6 transformations but
also angle-dependent translations ("supertranslations") when one adopts the usual
1/r fall off of the metric to its Minkowskian value. The resulting group is called the
Spi group and is analogous to the B.M.S. group [18].
A similar difference between A = 0 and A :t=0 occurs in the study of the
asymptotic properties at null infinity, which coincides with spatial infinity in the
A < 0 case [2] and possesses ten conformal Killing vectors. These vectors
correspond to the ten asymptotic isometrics discussed above. When A = 0, null
infinity is a null surface and its degenerate induced metric possesses an infinity of
conformal motions [t9].
When A = 0, one must impose stronger boundary conditions at infinity in order
to get rid of the supertranslations. These can be parity conditions on the metric and
its momentum [1] or asymptotic conditions on the magnetic part of the Weyl
tensor [18]. (In the former case, not all supertranslations are eliminated, but
because the remaining ones have a vanishing charge, they are effectively proper
gauge transformations and there is no ambiguity in the Poincar6 charges.)
But, when the cosmological constant is negative, there is no need to
reinforce the natural boundary conditions (II.2) displayed above, since the anti-de
Sitter group is selected by them as the asymptotic symmetry group. These
boundary conditions are accordingly satisfactory as they stand, and will define
what we mean by an asymptotically anti-de Sitter space. As discussed in the next
section, they make all surface integrals associated with 0(3, 2) finite.
[It should be pointed out here that one can in fact relax (II.2d, f,g) and assume
that the radial-angular components of the perturbation tend to zero at infinity as
r-2. This would not be a significant generalization, however, for one can always
make these components behave as r -4 at infinity by an appropriate "proper"
spacetime coordinate transformation. Hence, these seemingly wider boundary
conditions will not be considered here.]
The question immediately arises here as to the relation between (II.2) and the
boundary conditions of [20, 6, 4]. In order to answer that question, we first note
that the "physical metric"
ds 2 = ds~ + h~,~dx"dx v

(II.4)

is conformally related to the metric dg2,
dg2=O2ds

2,

f2= ( R + 1) -1

(11.5)

for which the surface at infinity r = c~ - hereafter denoted by I - is at a finite
distance. Introducing the new coordinate
x~'= 1 -

+1

(II.6)

(which is such that the coordinates o f / - now defined by x 1' = 1 - are all finite), one
then easily checks that: (i) dg 2 is regular close to and on the surface at infinity;
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(ii) the induced metric on the surface at infinity is
- d t 2 + R2(dO 2 + sin 20d~ 2)

(11.7)

and possesses accordingly O (3, 2) as conformat group of motions; (iii) the gradient
of f2 is space-like and of constant magnitude on I.
To complete the comparison with [20, 6, 4], it remains to study the behavior of
the Riemann tensor close to I. This is most easily carried out in the non-holonomic
flame
coa= 1+
o 2 = rdO,

dr,

(II.8)

co3 = r sin OdO.

In that basis, the background metric has just the standard Minkowskian value
whereas the perturbation components are of order r-3, except ha 0, ha2, and h a3,
which tend to zero as r-4.
Straightforward computations reveal that the Riemann tensor components of
the physical metric with just one index equal to 1 (e.g., R°a 23 ...) generically go to
zero at infinity as r -4, while all the others (e.g., Raolo or R°2o3 ... ) typically differ
from their asymptotic (background) value by terms of order r - 3
This implies not only that the Ric~ tensor components approach A 9 ~ as r - 3
but also that their covariant gradient goes to zero at the same rate. Hence, our
boundary conditions obey the criteria for an asymptotically anti-de Sitter space
listed in [4] (if one assumes in addition that I is the whole of infinity, that is, there is
only one asymptotic region). Conversely, it is shown in Appendix D that these
criteria imply in turn that the metric obeys (11.2) in an appropriate coordinate
system.
One can besides explicitly verify that the rescaled Weyl tensor K~p~0
- ~ - t O ~ z C a ~ of the conformally related metric dg 2 obey reflective boundary
conditions of the type discussed in [20, 6] on the surface at infinity. This surface
appears here as the space-time history of a "perfectly conducting" twodimensional surface, since the magnetic components of K ~ with respect to I, (i.e.,
K ~ o with only one index equal to 1') vanish on the surface at infinity, whereas its
electric components (K~.~0 with two indices equal to 1") remain finite. (The "dual"
boundary conditions, which would also guarantee that no "information" leaks
through I, are thus excluded, as demonstrated in [4].)
We close this section by reformulating our basic boundary conditions (II.2) in
terms of the canonical variables of general relativity, namely, the spatial metric
g~j(x) and its conjugate momentum niJ(x). We consider here only spacelike
hypersurfaces that go asymptotically to the t = const hypersurfaces of (II. 1) or to
the hypersurfaces that can be obtained from them by an asymptotic anti-de Sitter
transformation. On these slices, the momentum ~iJ(x) behaves asymptotically as
~ ( x ) = r- lp~(O, O) + O(r - z),

(II.9a)

3),

(II.9b)

rc"O(x) = r- zp~¢'(O, ~) + O(r- 3),

01.%)

rc~°(x) = r- 2pr°( o, ~)) "t- O(r

-
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g°°(x) = r - 5pO°(O, ~) -t- O(F- 6),

(II.9d)

~°~'(x) = r - 5p°~(O, ~) + O(r- 6) ,

(II.9e)

n4O(x) = r- 5pOO(O, (~)+ O(r- 6),

(II.9f)

as it follows straightforwardly from its expression in terms of the metric and its
spacetime derivatives.
Equations (II.9), together with the boundary conditions (II.2e-j) on the spatial
metric constitute our starting point for the Hamiltonian analysis of the 0(3, 2)
charges. [See Appendix E for a discussion of the preservation of the boundary
conditions by the time evolution and for the need to strengthen somewhat (II.2e-j)
and (II.9).]
HI. Surface Integrals for the Anti-de Sitter Generators

The hypersurface deformations defined by the asymptotic 0(3, 2) Killing vector
fields (II.3) are generated, in the canonical formalism, by the gravitational field
hamiltonian H[~]

n[~] = N3x~Yf, + ½~2ob.

(II1.1)

Here, the ~tfu(# = ±, 1, 2, 3) are the usual constraint generators of general relativity
[21-233,
~4~¢3_: g -- 1/2(gmnT~mn --½ 7~2) -- Rg 1/2 + 2Ag 1/2 ,

= - 2n j; ~,

(III.2a)
(III.2b)

the ~ are the normal and tangential components of the deformation, and the
J,b = --Jb, are surface integrals over a two-dimensional surface at infinity. In
(III.2), the semicolon stands for the covariant differentiation in the spatial
metric g~j.
What determines the surface integrals J,b in the canonical formalism is the
requirement that the hamiltonian (III.1) should have well defined functional
derivatives when the canonical variables obey (II.2, 9) and the deformation vector
satisfies (II.3) [1]. In other words, its variation should be given only by a volume
integral,

3H[ {] = ~dax[Ai~(x)agij(x) + Bij(x)c~7"ciJ(x)3 ,

(III.3)

where the variations 3gij(x), 6niJ(x) of the canonical variables are compatible with
the boundary conditions but are otherwise arbitrary. (The functions Ai~(x) and
Bij(x) are called the functional derivatives of H[~] and can be found in [22].)
Now, if one computes the variation of the volume integral .[d3x¢"o~ of (Ill.l),
one finds, keeping all terms [1]
6 ~ d3x~'2/~ u = ~ d3x (AiJ(x)rgij(x) + Bij(x)rxiJ(x)}

-- ~dZStGiJkt(~l fgij; k-- ¢±,krgO
-- ~ dzSt{2~k61r kl + (2~kTz j l - ~lT~Jk)rgjk} ,

(111.4)
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where
Gijkl__ l ~l/2[r~ikr~jl ~_ /~il/,jk

2,~ij~,kl~

(III.5)

The surface integral in (III.4) does not vanish for arbitrary ~g~j, 3~rij obeying
(II.2-9) - unless the ~ are all zero - and hence, cannot be neglected. However, it
turns out that this surface term can be rewritten, under the assumed boundary
conditions, as the variation of the following finite integral over a 2-sphere at
infinity,
(III.6)
- - 2±~; ~
Oba tb ~
with
Jab.=

~d 2 Si{G°Ukl [U~bgul~±

~
Uabljhkl]
+ 2 U kabrCki}.

(III.7)

Here, the vertical bar denotes covariant differentiation in the spatial anti-de Sitter
background Yi~ (II.1) and

d

+g°"g°J-2g° o ).

=

This suggests how to deal with the surface terms in (III.4). By adding to

~d3x~"~ the surface integral ~S~O,b,
l ~ b t as in (III.1), one gets a new "improved"
hamiltonian which has well defined functional derivatives and which generates the
correct equations of motion even for asymptotic 0(3,2) surface deformations
which do not become the identity at infinity ( ~ 4=0).
The improved hamiltonian does not vanish, even weakly. Its value on shell i.e., when the constraints hold - reduces to the surface term, which defines
accordingly the 0(3, 2) charges. These charges are identical with those obtained in
[5] by a different approach based on pseudo-tensors and superpotentials, if the
latter are reexpressed in terms of canonical variables.
The use in (III.7) of the covariant derivative with respect to the background go
explicitly shows that all 0(3, 2) charges J~b are invariant under spatial changes of
coordinates and reduce to zero for the anti-de Sitter solution (hkl = rc~)-- 0). It also
simplifies the technical analysis of the convergence of the integrals (III.7) as r--* oo:
the surface terms with gkl.j and gkmF", separately diverge, but together, they
remain finite.
It should be pointed out that the above method only determines the anti-de
Sitter charges up to arbitrary constants Cab since only fiJabis involved in (III.4) and
not Jab itself. These constants do not depend on h u and ~t~j, but could involve the
radius of curvature R, which is kept constant in the present treatment. To evaluate
Cab as a function of R, one must allow R to vary. This will be done in the last
section, where it will be shown that Cab is actually R independent and hence can be
chosen so that the charges J,b take the form (III.7) for all values of R. The choice
(III.7) has the additional advantage of making the J~b obey the standard 0(3, 2)
algebra without any (trivial) "central charge".
Lastly, we compute Jab both for the Schwarzschild-anti-de Sitter and the Kerranti-de Sitter solutions (Appendix B). In the first case, one has
h~,=

2mR 4
rS

+O(r-8),
zcu = 0,

other

h~j=0,

(III.8a)
(III.8b)
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and formula (III.7) yields

d51=16rcmR, other d~b=0-

(III.8c)

In the second case, one finds (see Appendix B)

h4,0_

2ma2 sin40 (1 ~2
_ sin20)-5/2 +O(r 3),

(III.9a)

2mR 4
r5 (1-c~2sin20)-3/2 +O(r-V),

(III.9b)

3am sin0
r2
(1 - e2 sin 20) 5/2 + O(r- 4),

(1II.%)

h,=
rcro =

r

a

R

(the other components do not contribute to the surface integrals), and the nonvanishing charges are given by

16nmR
J 5 1 - (1-~2)2'

J23=

16~cam
(1-~2)2"

(III.ge)

(The charges J,b all generate "rotations" and have consequently the dimensions
of an angular momentum.)
The 0(3, 2) Casimir invariants 11 and I2 (see Appendix B) turn out to be given
by
11 =

16~mR -]2

j

(1 +c~2),

[- 16rcmR -14
' 2 : --2Li[~-~-~f j c~2"

(III.10a)
(III.10b)

They both vanish when m = 0; the Kerr solution reduces then to the exact anti-de
Sitter background (see Appendix B). Upon contraction R--> oo), the Kerr-anti-de
Sitter metric becomes the usual Kerr metric. J51/R tends to the asymptotically
fiat space mass 16~m whereas J23 reduces to the ordinary angular momentum
167cam.
-

IV. Poisson Bracket Algebra

The Poisson bracket algebra of the anti-de Sitter charges, which plays an
important role in the proof of the positMty of the "energy" J15 and of the
stability of the anti-de Sitter solution, can be simply obtained here from geometric
considerations.
Once the generator H[~] is improved by the addition of the surface integral
±~,bt
2 " ~ a a b ~ its functional derivatives with respect to the canonical variables become
well defined. Moreover, the Poisson bracket of H[~] and H[~] [where 4" and t/"
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both define asymptotic O (2, 3) surface deformations] becomes also well defined as
a generator and obeys
[H[#], H[r/]] = H[[~, r/]].
(IV.l)
The bracket [4, q] is given here by the "algebra of surface-deformations" [24],
[ ~, rl] = - (rli ~ ±, i - ~irl±, O,

(IV.2a)

[~, rl]' = -- 9iJ(tl± ¢ ±, j-- #±~±,j) + ({Jrti,a -- rlJ{ ', y).

(IV.2b)

(That [H[~], H[t/]] has also well defined functional derivatives once H[{] and
H[t/] are improved can be checked by straightforward, but involved
calculations.)
From (IV.2), one can express the asymptotic part of [~, q] in terms of the
asymptotic parts of ~ and q. One then finds using (II.3) and (II.2) that [{, t/] also
takes the form (II.3) and that, furthermore, the asymptotic part [~, t/]~ is given in
terms of {~ and q~ according to the Lie-algebra of 0(3, 2),
~ , l a b _ _ i'~ab
}cd.ef
(IV.3)
[ ~~ ,tt_lco
- - v., c d e f ~ m S l c o .
This implies that the O (3, 2) charges H[U~b] - which reduce to the surface term Jab
when the constraints hold - indeed obey the 0(3, 2) algebra (in the Poisson
bracket).
It is sometimes useful in applications to fix the gauge. In the case at hand this
may be done by imposing conditions on 9ij and Tcij whose preservation under
surface deformations destroys the possibility of an arbitrary ~u inside. Thus, once
the gauge is fixed, giving ~{~ determines ~ everywhere.
The generators of the resulting overall "global" transformations are then just
the surface integrals J,b by themselves. However, this time they must be
understood as acting in terms of Dirac brackets [25, 23] associated with the chosen
gauge condition. This is so because neither the volume integral nor the surface
integral in (III.1) have separately well defined Poisson brackets but after the gauge
is fixed the af, become "strongly" (i.e., identically) zero and the Jab acquire well
defined (Dirac) brackets.
As a consequence of the geometric arguments given above, one sees, without
explicit computation of the change of the surface integral under a surface
deformation obeying (II.3) that the Dirac brackets of the J,b close according to the
algebra of 0(3, 2) and are thus independent of the particular gauge condition
chosen.
V. N = 1 Supergravity

The preceding analysis can be easily extended to supergravity. The framework and
general conceptual points made above remain applicable but it becomes necessary
to give also boundary conditions for the other fields appearing in the theory.
Furthermore, 0(3, 2) is replaced by its appropriate graded extension as the
asymptotic symmetry group. Additional surface integrals then appear which act as
generators of the new symmetries. In those surface integrals, Killing spinors [5]
play for the supersymmetries the role that Killing vectors play in (III.4).
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In the simplest case of N = 1 supergravity with A < 0 a vector spinor ~p~ is
present as the fermionic partner of the metric [26, 27]. The boundary conditions
for ho~ which accompany (II.2) turn out to be
~Pt= r- 3/211 - V(t)]Z~(t, 0, ~b)+ O(r- 5/2),

(V.la)

~p~= r- 7/211 -b V(1)]Zv(t, 0, q~)+ O(r- 9/2),

(V.lb)

~P0= r- 3/2[-1 - 7(1)]Zo(t, O, ~) + O(r-- 5/2),

(V.lc)

lp¢ = r - 3/211 - 7(1)]Z¢(t, 0, ~b)+ O(r- s/z),

(V.ld)

Here, the spinor indices are referred to the local orthonormal spherical frames
defined below and V(1)-= V(,) is the "radial" v-matrix (whose square is unity). As a
rule, indices in parentheses will refer to the orthonormal tetrads.
The actual local orthonormal spherical frames e(~)u differ from their counterparts o);'= ~(~) (II.8) in the background metric by terms of the following order:

e(~)~= ~(~)~+ O(r- 4),

(V.2a)

e(~)f,= O(I)f,+ O(r- 2),

(V.2b)

e(:)~= ~(~)~+ O(r- 5),

(V.2c)

e(~)~= ~(~)~+ O(r- 3).

(V.2d)

Here, the "hatted" indices refer to the angular variables t, 0, ~b. These frames are
only defined up to Lorentz rotations of order r -3 in the angular-angular
directions, and up to Lorentz rotations of order r -4 in the radial-angular
directions. For definiteness, we use in the calculations the following convenient
frame:
eO.) _~00 ±±~(~.) ~p~, ± O(h 2)
(V.3)
(One easily checks that the ambiguity in the asymptotic Killing spinors resulting
from the lack of complete determination of the frame e(~), is pure g a u g e - see below
- and hence, has no physical effect.)
Straightforward computations show that the boundary conditions (V.1) are
invariant under asymptotic anti-de Sitter transformations. Besides, one also sees
that they are invariant under supersymmetry transformations
1

~"~- qJ~.= V x U - ~ vzU + torsion terms,

(V.4)

where U is a spinor field which becomes at infinity a linear combination of the
Killing spinors UA (see Appendix A). The precise rate of approach is given by

U = ~A UA + (1 + V(1))a(t, O, ~)r- 5/2 + O(r- 7/2),

(V.5)

where a is an arbitrary r-independent spinor field. The following formula, valid
asymptotically,
right-hand-side of (V.4) = huzI~Su~U -¼h~uvuU
+torsion terms that die off faster
was found useful in explicitly verifying the invariance of (V.1) under (V.4).

(V.6)
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The boundary conditions (II.2d, f, g) on the metric components are, however,
not invariant under the bosonic counterpart of (V.4),
g~ = U~,#?~+ G?~p~,

(V.7)

for the radial-angular components gr~ acquire through this transformation a r-2
dependence.
But it turns out that this dependence can be compensated for by an appropriate
coordinate transformation generated asymptotically by

~= O,

~ = O(r- 3),

- ~,~0~ = UT~Pr + F?rtY~+ O(r- 4).

(V.Sa)
(V.8b)

Such a coordinate transformation leaves invariant the other boundary conditions
and does not change the surface integrals J,b.
In other words "naive" supersymmetry transformations do not leave all the
boundary conditions invariant since they fail to preserve the requirement
gri= O(r-4). However, there are combined coordinate-supersymmetry transformations which are equivalent - i.e., which differ from (V.7) by a coordinate
transformation without physical effects- and which preserve the asymptotic r-*
fall off of g~l. Equations (V.8) give just one of these transformations, which must
replace the naive (asymptotically non-trivial) supersymmetry rotations when the
boundary condition g,a= O(r -4) is adopted, as here.
One can understand the need for the coordinate transformation (V.8) by
realizing that the r- 2 and r- 3 parts of the angular-radial components g~f of the
metric are pure gauge and can always be set equal to zero by an appropriate
change of coordinates that tends to the identity at infinity. Once this is done, i.e.,
once the gauge condition g~1= O(r- 4) is enforced, one can only perform combined
coordinate and supersymmetry transformations that preserve that gauge.
On account of the supersymmetry an extra term of the form

~dSX~a~A + ~AooQa

(V.9)

is added to the hamiltonian (III.1), where the S~A are the constraint-generators of
local supersymmetry transformations and QA (A = 1..... 4) are the supercharge
surface integrals.
These surface integrals are again determined by demanding that (V.9) should
have well defined functional derivatives. If one computes the variation of the
volume integral ~d3x~ASPA, one finds, keeping all terms,

f,~l/2urr~,i
3jd3x~A~aA ="volume t e r m s " - ~~d2S i,,r-aoot.~
A L l , ~j-](~
~" -I tFj
_~ g 1/2

UTA[?i 7j]s(a )(b)tpje(a)mbe(b)m

+ g 1/2U'~[ym, yj] s(a)(b)~pje(,,)ke(b)iSgkm}

(V. 1O)

with S (")(b)=~[V ("),7(b)].
Under the above asymptotic decrease of the fields, the surface terms reduce to
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Consequently, the supercharges QA are given by
T oi
Q.A~'~d 2 Sig"1/2 UA[~,~']]lffj,

(V.12)

an expression formally equal to the A = 0 one [8]. [~)*is equal to ~)*~") and T
denotes transposition. We have adopted the time gauge condition on the tetrads
(e(o), = 0) for simplicity.]
The generators J~b, QA close in Dirac brackets according to the superalgebra of
OSp(1,4)
[a,b, QA] = QB(N,b),A,

(V.13a)

?lffab1
[QA, Q~] = ~Z ~'*AB~b-

(V.t3b)

Again here it is not necessary to resort to explicit computation to establish this
algebra since it follows from the asymptotic form of the local supersymmetry
algebra. (The matrices M ~b, N,b are given in Appendix A.)

VI. Varying the Cosmological Constant
In the above analysis, the cosmological constant was treated as a fixed parameter
and only those gravitational field configurations that approached asymptotically
an anti-de Sitter space with a given radius of curvature were considered in the
action principle.
It is much more satisfactory, however, to regard the cosmological constant as
a constant of the motion rather than as a fundamental parameter appearing in
the action of the gravitational field. This enables one to compare the various
anti-de Sitter spaces which thus become different states of the same system. New
possibilities are also opened up quantum mechanically.
In order to treat A as a dynamical variable one must be able (by definition) to
vary it in the action. This is not possible if one takes the usual gravitational action
S = S d4x( - g) 1/2((4)R - 2A),

(VI. I)

because extremizing (VI. 1) with respect to A yields g = 0, which is not permissible.
Therefore, a way is needed to include A indirectly in the action. The simplest
mechanism for doing this is suggested by supergravity [14]. It is given by
coupling the gravitational field to a completely antisymmetric gauge field Auto
according to
S:Sd4x(-g)

1/2 (4)R+

1 F,,a~F,~o~,
(VI.2)
z.'~:
I
where the gauge invariant field strength F is given by the totally antisymmetric
combination
f u~e~= OtuA,~,l"
(VI.3)
As will be shown shortly, the coupling to gravity of this four-dimensional
generalization of the Schwinger model is equivalent to the inclusion of a negative
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cosmological constant. [The case A > 0 can be described by changing the sign of
the coupling in (VI.2), but it will not be discussed here since it does not raise
boundary term difficulties at spatial infinity. Indeed, when A >0, it is natural
to consider only closed spacelike sections.]
We now pass to discuss the relationship between the action principles based
on (VIA) and (VI.2) within the canonical formalism. The hamiltonian which
follows from (VI.2) reads

H = ~ dax(~'g/f, + ~ij7 iJ) + (surface integral),.

(VI.4)

Here ~vguis the sum of the gravitational constraint-generators (with A = 0) and of
the energy momentum densities of the gauge field which are
ovfg~gef~ld _

1

2.3t

g

- 1/27"c~Jk~ijk'
"

(VI.5a)
(VI.5b)

~/gauge field ~-- O.

In (VI.5), zc~jk is the gauge field momentum conjugate to the spatial component
A~jk. The function 7`J is the constraint-generator of the gauge transformations

Au~e ~ A~vo + ~o,Av~,

(VI.6a)

under which the action is invariant. It is given by

~ij= _ nijk ,k"

(VI.6b)

The field component Ao~j enters the action as a Lagrange multiplier for the
constraint-generator (VI.6b). It is the ~j appearing in (VIA).
When the equations for the gauge field are satisfied, the field strength n iJk takes
the form
n i j k ~ _" 2 | / ~ ~ik
--e
,
(VI.7)
R
where R is independent of space and time and where e ~jk is the three-dimensional
Levi-Civita tensor density. If one inserts (VI.7) back into the hamiltonian, one sees
that a cosmological constant,
A-

3
R2,

(VI.8)

appears as a constant of integration in the equations of motion of the coupled
system of gravitational and gauge fields.
What happens here is that due to the gauge invariance of the action, the gauge
field has only one degree of freedom (not one per space point, just one). By virtue of
the field equations, the canonical coordinate that describes that single degree of
freedom is then constant in time. From the point of view of the metric (i.e., in
Einstein equations), different values of that constant of the motion play the role of
different cosmological constants. In this sense the theory with the anti-symmetric
gauge field and without cosmological constant is equivalent to the Einstein
theory with an arbitrary cosmological constant and without anti-symmetric
gauge field.
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However, the very fact that the cosmological constant appears as an
integration constant that can take any (negative) value will enable one to compare
the anti-de Sitter spaces with different radii of curvature, which correspond, in
this theory, to different configurations of the same system. The comparison
cannot be even attempted when A is given a priori as a universal constant
because then only one anti-de Sitter space is a solution, that one whose radius of
curvature is related to the universal A through A R 2 = - 3 .
The key point in making the comparison actually possible is the existence of a
surface integral in the Hamiltonian (VI.4) which makes its functional derivatives
and hence those of the action - well defined. This surface integral determines
the 0(3, 2) charges.
The need to have well defined functional derivatives of the action is not a
technicality but it is a fundamental point. It ensures that when the field equations
hold, the action is indeed stationary under the most general variation of the fields
consistent with the boundary conditions.
Because we do not want to impose a particular value to the cosmological
constant through the boundary conditions at spatial infinity, we must enlarge the
class of field configurations of the previous sections so as to include all anti-de
Sitter spaces, and not just one with a given radius of curvature.
In order to carry out this program, we rewrite the metric 9xu in terms of
dimensionless coordinates -c= t/R, ~ = r/R, O, O. Next, we set
-

ds 2 = R Z ( ~ u + h;~)dx~dx u ,

(VI.9a)

where ~z~,and hz~ are also dimensionless and are obtained from 9x~,and hag of the
previous sections by taking R = 1. The perturbation h~u obeys the boundary
conditions (II.2). The key new feature is that the radius of curvature R appearing in
(VI.9a) is no longer a universal constant but can take any value. That value may, in
principle, be time dependent. In order to preserve the canonical commutation
relations, we also redefine
zciJ=R-2(z~ ij of Sect. II with R = 1).

(VI.9b)

The boundary conditions on the gauge field momentum are taken to be
7.gijk ~. 2 ~@ gijk jr 0(~ --4)

(VI.10a)

with the same (unspecified) R as in (VI.9a). This ensures that the constraints hold
asymptotically. The gauge field itself will be restricted to vanish as ~- 1 at infinity,

a(t, 0,

Aijk = eijk _ _ .

~_ O( 0 -- 2).

(VI.10b)

(The behavior of the Lagrange multiplier Aoij will be determined later on.)
Since the functional space defined here is larger than the one considered in the
previous sections, it is necessary to re-examine the variation of H. The new class of
field variations might indeed yield new surface terms to be added to the
hamiltonian (or might, a priori, make the formalism inconsistent if no surface
term at all could be found that would make H to have well defined functional
derivatives).
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These new variations are just overall conformal changes in the metric 9ij,
induced by varying the radius of curvature in (VI.9a), and do not vanish at infinity.
In order to analyze their role, we first study the variation of H under a change of R
only, from one pure anti-de Sitter configuration [01~=RZ0~j, h~j=0, rdJ=0,
rc°~ = (2 V'3/R)dJk] to another. This simpler case contains the main points. Besides,
it illustrates very clearly that all anti-de Sitter spaces have the same O (3, 2) charges
[the variation H will turn out to be zero under 0(3, 2) surface deformations].
It is easy to see from (III.4) that the variation of Sdax~"Wu - where ~" obeys
(II.3) - under @q= 2RrROij, consists of the usual volume term plus a surface
integral at infinity. When the variation 2RrRO~j is made away from a pure anti-de
Sitter configuration, this surface integral reduces to
ab
2
o 1/2
d.
okm
-2R3g~o~d
Sk(g)
Uabtmg
,
(VI.11)
and diverges like Ca when the Killing vector U~,bgenerates time translations. (Here,

Ua~ is equal to U,~ of the previous sections rescaled by the factor R - ~ so that it is
dimensionless. The parameters ~ are also dimensionless and H has the
dimensions of an angular momentum.)
The divergence of the surface integral (VI.11) does not mean that there is no
hamiltonian formulation when the cosmological constant is varied. For, another
surface integral arises from the variation of the gauge-generator 7ij. This boundary
contribution reads explicitly
i'k
2V~fiR ~ 2 Skg'i'k {,j.
- ~d2 Sk¢~Sarc'
= ~R2--~d

(VI.12)

By taking ~iy equal to
1 R 3 ,~abtr.L

Nkm/a'~l/2o

the integral (VI. 12) cancels exactly (VI. 11), so that the surface term in the variation
of ~d3x(¢,jgu + ~ij?ij) is actually equal to zero. Since this surface term must also be
equal to minus the variation of the 0(3, 2) charges (times ¢~) between two anti-de
Sitter configurations, one concludes furthermore that these configurations possess
exactly the same anti-de Sitter charges.
The adjustment (VI.13), dictated by the desire to have a well-defined canonical
formulation of the theory even when A is varied, can also be arrived at by different
considerations, as we now pass to show. These considerations will also reveal that
the choice (VI.I 3) is unique if one wants the surface deformation algebra to become
asymptotically that of 0(3, 2).
The point here is that the boundary condition (VI.10b) on the gauge field Aijk
is not invariant under a naive 0(3, 2) surface deformation. Indeed, the variation
of Ai] k reads
bAij k = -

1
3 /-" ab A_ o l / 2
~.R
V3~ooUabg
8ijk,

(VI.14)

an expression which grows a s ~2 at infinity (except for a spatial rotation for which it
vanishes). Therefore, a naive anti-de Sitter transformation cannot be allowed in the
present formalism, since it does not preserve the asymptotic behavior of the fields.
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The transformation (VI.14) can, however, be exactly compensated for by an
appropriate gauge transformation, which turns out to be precisely given by (VI.13)
because 4± = (1/2)~o~
abgab
± obeys

o~JCTi(Zj~± = 34 ±

(VI.15)

as a consequence of Killing's equation for the anti-de Sitter metric. Accordingly,
although neither naive O (3, 2) surface deformations nor gauge transformations of
the type (VI.13) can be considered separately, they become admissible transformations when they are performed simultaneously.
Moreover, these combined transformations clearly obey the algebra of 0(3, 2)
since they do not affect the gauge field variables at all [this property makes
(VI.13) unique] and they coincide with ordinary deformations for the gravitational variables. Hence, by locking through (VI.13) a "compensating gauge transformation" with every surface deformation, one recovers 0(3, 2) as an asymptotic symmetry group.
The extension of these results to the general case (variation of H away from an
arbitrary configuration obeying the boundary conditions) follows the same line of
thinking but raises some technical complications which we merely summarize.
One again finds that the O (3, 2) surface deformations must be accompanied by
a compensating gauge transformation ?~°mpF?'I
-ij L-J asymptotically given by

~i? mp[4] = ~(1)ij -I- ~(2)ij.

(VI. 16a)

The first term in the right-hand-side of (VI.16a) is of order 0 3 and is the obvious
generalization of (VI. 13),

~(',j=

R 2 ):.abrr.l- ~ k m r ~ l / 2 o
-~ml..,ablm~j
\~1
C,ki j .

(VI.16b)

Just as in the pure anti-de Sitter case considered above, the gauge transformation
associated with it compensates - but, this time, only to order 1 _ the unwanted
Q
variation of Ai~k induced by the term --(1/2)(g)-l/zlhjkrc ijk in the hamiltonian
generator J/f± [A¢ -L= 3R-2~ -L+ O(Q-2)].
The need for ~(2)ij, which yields finite surface integrals and only affects Aij k to
order 1/0, is more subtle. It results from the fact that the total surface term arising
from the variation of the volume piece of the hamiltonian, which is finite once
(VI.t6b) is included, is not an "exact differential", i.e., the variation of a surface
integral, if ~(2)u = 0. This is so because the coefficient of 8R has not then the
appropriate (finite) functional dependence on the other independent variables
hu,rc~. But this coefficient can be adjusted at will to be a suitable choice of ~j in
(VI.12). This fixes the asymptotic form of ((2) j uniquely if one requires in addition
that ~(2)j reduces to zero for the anti-de Sitter space. The parameter ~(2)u is
asymptotically a function of h~jand h~j,kand its variation does not contribute to the
surface terms because ~(2)j is multiplied by ~J, which vanishes as ¢-4. The explicit
form is,

~(2)ij__

R3
4[/3

^ ~ab,Aklmn/rr± ~
g'ijk~°° t l
t t.,/ a b Y m n l l - -

Z

Uabllhmn ) .

(VI.16c)
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After ~jcomp[~] is included, the surface term in the variation of
Sdax(~Ud/gu+ ~ijyi~) takes the form
-- 6(l ~ J a b + ~ ~ijxiJkd2Sk),

(VI.17a)

where the Jab are the same functions of the perturbation h~jfrom the anti-de Sitter
geometry as above,
±
±
+ 2UkabTr,k i}
(VI.17b)
Jab=R 2 ~d 2Si(G ijkl Uabhkllj-Uabljhkt
The parameter ~-~jin (VI. 17) is independent of ~u. It is equal to the difference
comp
between the ~ij appearing in (VIA) and the compensating gauge totation ~ij
[4]
needed to bring the surface integral to the form (VI.17). Thus, except for the
restrictions implied on its asymptotic behavior by the preservation of (VI.10b)
under gauge transformations, ~ is an arbitrary function of x and t. It contains
the gauge freedom of the system.
There are two conceptually different kinds of gauge transformation contained
in (i~- If the term

~iJciJkdZSk

(VI. 18)

is different from zero, then one has a "global gauge rotation" and (VI.18) gives the
"total associated charge"

Rz
Q= 3

(VI.19)

multiplied by the amount of asymptotic internal rotation
~o0= R 3 x ,j

(vI.20)

The cosmological constant is just - Q- ~. (We have normalized the charge Q so
that it has also the dimensions of an angular momentum.)
A gauge transformation with a non-zero value for (VI.20) should be thought of
a priori as inducing a change in the physical state. Such a transformation, which
has been termed "improper" in [17], is quite analogous to a surface deformation
(II.3) with a non-zero ~ .
On the other hand, if for a given ~-~the flux (VI.20) is zero (as it happens when
~:i leaves the potential A~k invariant everywhere in space), then the gauge
transformation is a bona-fide "proper" one which can have no physical effect. It is
only this latter proper gauge freedom which can legitimately be eliminated by
eventually imposing a gauge condition.
It should be noted at this point that the boundary conditions adopted here
(Aijk-+O at infinity) differ from more traditional gauge choices (Aoi~= O, Ai3k ~ ~,
see e.g. [28]) by an improper gauge transformation yielding an infinite asymptotic amount of rotation ~ (but the gauge invariant field strength is, of course,
the same). Therefore, the latter gauges are not permissible in our formalism.
It follows from (VI.17) that the complete hamiltonian (VIA) whose functional
derivatives are well defined reads explicitly
y-abj ~b~
± ~ , ~t~.
H = ~ d 3 x ( ~ g f f , u+~ijeomp[~]Y tj + ~ij~liJ)"~,oo

(VI.21)
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The charges J,b are exactly the same as when the cosmological constant is a
universal constant, i.e., unvaried. They commute with the internal charge Q. By the
same arguments as those used above, they can be shown to obey the 0(3,2)
algebra, without the "central charge" Q on the right-hand side. For this reason
these Jab will be called the O (3, 2) charges even when the cosmological constant is
varied.
The need to include a "compensating gauge transformation" in the canonical
formalism in order to have well defined generators for the asymptotic 0(3,2)
symmetry means that one must replace one's naive notion of a spacetime
displacement by an appropriate combination of surface deformations and gauge
transformations. This is not the first instance of such an interplay between
displacements in "physical space" and "internal space". A similar phenomenon
happens in the field of a magnetic monopole [29] and has been studied by various
authors (see, e.g., [17, 30, 31] and references therein).
The above analysis can be easily extended to N = 1 supergravity with a
cosmological constant. When the spinor field obeys the boundary conditions (V.1),
there is no divergent term proportional to fir in the variation of the supersymmetry generator. There is, however, a finite piece which cannot be integrated away
and which must then be compensated by an appropriate additional gauge
transformation. The notion of a global supersymmetry transformation at infinity
has thus also to be "improved" when the cosmological constant is varied.
The fact that one can still have a welt-defined variational principle when the
cosmological constant is varied enables one to compare the various vacuum antide Sitter spaces with different radii of curvature. These (supersymmetric) solutions
appear here as different states of the same system possessing classically the same
energy, namely zero, because the energy is the same functional as when the
cosmological constant is unvaried.
It is important to understand clearly that this conclusion is not just a
conventional adjustment of a "zero-point" energy. Indeed, the most one can do by
adjusting the zero of energy is to make the energy to vanish for one value of A. After
this is done one can then evaluate the energy for other values of A. According to
our analysis that energy turns out to be also zero. This result, although simple, is
not empty since according to previous ideas there was no way to compare these
different vacua.
The case A = 0 (asymptotically flat space) deserves special consideration. From
a mathematical point of view our analysis of the surface integral applies only to
A + 0. However, by continuity, this limiting case should also have zero energy. This
conclusion may be also arrived at by noticing that the surface integrals take upon
contraction (R~oo) the ADM form whose value is zero for Minkowski space.

Appendix A. Killing Vectors, Killing Spinors, OSp(1, 4) Algebra
The anti-de Sitter metric with radius of curvature R can be written as
d~2 : - I1 + ~2]dt 2 + [1 +Q2] - 1dr2 + r2d~Q2

(A.1)

with Q=rR -~. It is the solution to the vacuum Einstein equations (with
cosmological constant A = - 3 / R 2) that possesses the maximum number of
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isometries. In the above coordinate system, its ten Killing vectors Uab= - Ub,
(a, b = 1..... 5) read
(A.2)

U51 = R(I + 02)1/2n,
Uz 1

ROsin z sin 0 cos~bn+ (1 + Qz)l/z cos z sin 0 cos~b(~0
~
+ Q - l ( 1 -4702) 1/2 COST(
c°s0c°s~b ~0

sin~b; )
sin0
'

(A.3a)

U31 = - oR sin z sin 0 sin~bn+ (1 + 02) 1/2 cos z sin 0 sin ~b
(
~
+0-1( 1+0 212/
) coszkcos0sin~b~0 + cos~b ; )
sin0

(A.3b)

U41=-oRsinzcosOn+(1 +0 2) 12
/ coszcos0~-0

-O-'1( 1 +O 2) 1'2
/ coszsin0~-00,

(A.3c)

U2 s = R0 cos'c sin 0 cos ~bn+ (1 + ~2)1/2 sin z sin 0 cos ~b}~
sin~b:~b)'sin0

+¢-l(l+02)l/2sinz(c°sOc°s~;

(A.4a)

U35 = RO cos z sin 0 sin ~bn+ (1 + 02)1/2 sin z sin 0 sin ~b~
COS

+0-1(1 +02)1/2 sin'c(c°s0 sin~b; + - - ~ ) ' s i n 0

(A.4b)

U,~ = Re cosz cos0n + (1 + O2)1/2 sinz c o s 0 ~

- 0 - 1 ( 1 + 02) 1/2 sinz sin 0 ~-0,

(A.4c)

U23 = ~ ,

(A.5a)

U3,,=- s i n ~ 0 - cotg0 cos~b~,

(A.5b)

U42 =cos~b~0 - cotg0 sin~b~-~.

(A.5c)

Here, -c= tR-1 and n is the unit normal to the hypersurfaces t = const,

n=(l +~2)-i/2~
&"
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Us 1 is everywhere timelike and defines R times the "energy". Upon contraction
( R ~ ~ ) (A.1) becomes the Minkowski metric, R - 1Us~ becomes the generator of
time translations in flat space, R-~U2~, R-~U3~, and R-~U41 become the
generators of space translations whereas the other Killing vectors keep their
meaning as generators of boosts (U15, U25, U35) and of spatial rotations (Uza,

U31, U41).
The Killing vector fields obey the algebra of O (3, 2) (in the Lie bracket),

[U.b, U j = C~I.b~eU~s

(A.6a)

with
C

ef

&
ef
fe
1
ef
fe
abcd=2~bc((~aSd--(~a(~d)--'~]bd((~aSc--(~a(~c)--(a

<-*

b).

(A.6b)

The signature of the five-dimensional metric ~/,b is (--, +, +, +, --).
They are two Casimir invariants for 0(3, 2). The first one is quadratic

11 =½J,b J'b .

(A.7a)

I -2 ±
r br cr ar G ±rr br ~2
- - 2 ° a "Jb'~'c ad - - 4 \ ° a "~'b ] "

(A.7b)

The other one is of fourth order

(J,b are elements of the Lie algebra.) Upon contraction, I1/R 2 becomes the mass
squared and - I z / 2 R 2 the square of the norm of the Pauli-Lubanski vector
w, =

In order to study the invariance of the boundary conditions put forward in the
main text and the convergence of the surface integrals for Jab, one needs the
asymptotic behavior of the Killing vector components. Straightforward analysis of
(A.2-5) reveals that
4'= O(1),

4',r = O(F- 3),

4° = O(1),

~O.r= O(r- 3),

4r = O(r),

4'~= O(1),
4¢r = O(r- 3),

if,. = O(1),

(A.8a)
(a.Sb)
(A.8c)

and
~±=O(r).

(A.8d)

Anti-de Sitter space possesses also four linearly independent Killing spinors
UB which obey by definition

1
ViaO A = ~

~,#U A

(A.9)

(A = 1, 2, 3, 4). These Killing spinors play an important role in the theory because
they define supersymmetry transformations which leave the spin 3/2 field ~p,
asymptotically invariant [5] (&Pu= Vue-(2R)-lyue [27] vanishes at infinity). IV,
is here the spinor covariant derivative without torsion. The Dirac y-matrices are
taken to be real, and so are the spinor fields ("Majorana spinors"), yo is
antisymmetric whereas the ?k are symmetric.]
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The general solution to (A.9) is
U=[((l+eZ~/z+1)l~z+((1+e2~/2-1)l/2y(1)l

o
.o
• (cos~ +sm~y(,y(2))(cos}

+sln~,(2)7(3))
.¢

• ( c o s "c~ - sin-~
2 y(o)) ~3,

(A.IO)

where ~T is a spinor whose components are constant in the orthonormal frame
co" in which we carry out the calculations [see (II.8)]. Different choices of that
constant spinor define the different UA. For definiteness we take here (~A)B
= 6aBRI/2.

The solution (A.10) is double-valued (e.g., it changes sign under ¢-~¢ + 2~).
This, however, simply results from the fact that the frame co~ rotates by 2~ with
respect to the standard frames that define the spinor structure when ~b-,~b+ 2~z,
and is analogous to what happens in flat space when one expresses spinors in
spherical coordinates.
The Killing spinors possess a number of interesting properties:
(i) They grow as ~/2 at infinity. Moreover, their leading part is given by
Q~/2(1 + 7(~))[where (1) is the radial leg of the tetrad] acting on some o-independent
spinor and hence, they belong to the eigenspace of 7m with eigenvalue - I to that
order. The next order (~-a/2) belongs to the other eigenspace, the one with
eigenvalue + 1.
(ii) They are such that
~ A~"
~,urT
__t A5 abrru
(A.11)
"'B--2"L'~tAB *~ab,
where the 10 matrices M ab are given by
M ab = - M b",

M "b = - y°F"Fb,

a > b,

(A.12a)

with
FI=-I,

F 2 = 7 2,

F 3 = ~ 3,

F4=71,

F5=7 °.

(A.12b)

(iii) The Lie derivatives of the Killing spinors along the Killing vector fields are
(A.I 3)

£u.~ U A = U B(N~b)BA,

where the matrices Nab read explicitly
N,b = - Nba,
Fa = rlabF b ,

Nab = F, Fb,

a > b,

Nab = 70Mab .

(A.14a)
(A.14b)

(For a definition of Lie derivatives of spinors, see [-33, 34] and references therein.)
The set of Killing vectors-Killing spinors of anti-de Sitter space is thus closed
under the operations (A.6), (A.11), and (A.13). Those relations define the OSp(1, 4)
"superalgebra." The left hand side of Eq. (A.I 1) may be thought of as defining the
"Lie derivative of the spinor UB along the spinor UA." It yields a result which is
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symmetric in A and B and is a vector. The "Lie derivative of Uab along UA" may
in turn be defined to be the negative of (A.13) and is thus a spinor. The
combination (Uab, UA) may be regarded as a single geometrical object for each
value of ab, A. The whole set of equations may then be described as giving the
"Lie-Derivative" of each of these objects along each other.

Appendix B. The Kerr-Anti-de Sitter Metric

The solution of Einstein equations with mass, angular momentum and a (negative)
cosmological constant has been worked out in [3]. The metric is explicitly given by
(
ds 2 = -

2mr

1--

~z + a 2

• 2~f

-2asln

~2 + a2 sin2~)

Rz

COS2 0 +

2mr

2+a2eos2 o

d?

f2+a2"~ ,~,,~

)at#

dr2

2 ~ [-

+(?2 +a2 cos O)](f2+a2)(~/R)-~f22rnf+a2[_

• 2 ~'[-2m~a:sinzO +(~2+a2)( 1 ~. _a) l d2~

+ s i n UL~2 + a2 c0s2 0

~- 1 _ (R)2Cos20jd02
7
2

(B.1)

The parameter a, which will be related to the angular momentum per unit mass,
obeys [a] < R.
When a + 0, the metric (B.1) does not obey the boundary conditions of the text.
A coordinate transformation is necessary to bring it to a manifestly asymptotically
anti-de Sitter form.
This coordinate transformation is easily found by noticing that the metric (B.1)
with m = 0 is the anti-de Sitter solution written in unusual coordinates. The
coordinate transformation implicitly defined by

r cos 0 = f cos 0,

(B.2b)

indeed brings (B.1) with m = 0 into the standard anti-de Sitter form. It turns out
to be the desired transformation in the general case m 4: 0.
In order to compute Jab, we need the deviation from the anti-de Sitter
background
2m~
ht~=/~2 "Jra 2 c0s20 '
(B.3a)
h~ =

2am sin 2 0f
f2+ a 2 c~-s20,

(B.3b)
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(f2 + a 2 cos 2 03

2mr

h~= (f2+aZ)[(f/R)2+l ] [(f2+a2)(~/R)2+f:_2mP+a2 ] ,

(B.3c)

2mfa z sin 4 0
h ~ = f2 + a 2 cos2d

(B.3d)

in the new coordinate system only to the leading order in 1/r.
Straightforward computation yields as non-vanishing components h ~

hn = ~ (1 - ~2 sin 2 0) - 5/2 + O(r- 3),
ht~ =

2am sin 20 (1 - ~2 sin 20)- 5/z + O(r- 3),

(B.4a)
(B.4b)

r

ho4 -

2ma2 sin40 (1 - e 2 sin 20)- 5/2 + O(r- 3),
r

(B.4c)

2mR 4
hrr = ~
(1 - c~2 sin 20)- 3/2 + O(r- 7),

(B.4d)

2mR 2a 2
r4 ( 1 - - c ~ 2 s i n Z O ) - S / Z s i n O c o s O + O ( r - - 6 ) ,

(B.4e)

ho0-- ~2ma4
T - ( 1 -c~ 2 sin 20)- 7/2 sin 20 cos 20 + O(r- 5),

(B.4f)

hor-

with ~ = aiR.
The extrinsic curvature of the surfaces t = const is easily computed from the
expression Ki~ = (2N) - 1(_ 9i~,o + Nij~ + Njt~). It is given by

K~O -

K o4,=

3amR sin z 0
r3

Kr0=0,

(B.5a)

(1

(B.5b)

--

~2 sin 2 0 ) - 5/z + O ( r - 5),

5~a2msin3OcosO(1--ct2sin20)-7/z+O(r4),
r2
K~r = Koo = K4~ = 0

(B.5c)
(B.5d)

Its trace is zero. The gravitational momentum rc'J has consequently the following
non-vanishing components
~z~'~=

3am__sin0 (1 - ~2

sin 20)- 5/2 + O(r- 4),

(B.6a)

r 2

rc°'~= O(r-~ 5).

(B.6b)

We are now in a position to evaluate the surface integrals Jab" Because the
gravitational variables are ~b-independent, one immediately infers that J21 =J31

=J25=J35=J34=J42=O

2~r

cos~bd~b-- sin~bd~b=0 . Hence, only energy,
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angular momentum about the axis of symmetry ("the z-axis') as well as the two
types of boost generators along the z-axis can have a non-zero value.
Let us consider J41 first ("boost along z"). Since the gravitational variables are
invariant for 0 ~ z c - 0 and since U l41 and U~,1 both contain an odd power of cos 0,
the integral (111.7) reduces to the - - yg,~2c
ArOktrr±
l~ and to the 2~d 2 S r U ,ob ~ ro
- ~'~'~
'~a~,O-kt
pieces. But these are zero in the limit r--* ~ [hor = 0 @ - 4 ) and ~0r= 0], SO that J41
vanishes. Similarly, J45 is equal to zero by the same reasoning. Hence, we are left
with J51 (energy) and J 2 a (angular momentum about the axis of symmetry).
These charges do not vanish. Straightforward use of the formula (III.7) leads to
7¢

J s 1 = 87zmR ~ sin 0(1 - ~2 sin 2 0) - a/2
0

12~ma 2
+ ---~ sin 3 0(1 -- ~2 sin 2 0)- 5/2
R
0
16nm R

- (1 _~2)2

(B.7)

and
J23 = - 12ream S sin3 0(1 -- cd sin 2 0)- 5/2
o
-

16nam
(1_~2) :.

(B.s)

In the limit R ~ ,
J 5 1 / R and J z 3 tend to their A = 0 value.
The above computation shows that m cannot be interpreted as the mass
(although it is closely related to it). Rather, the mass is given by
mtm

m

m

(I-~2)'

whereas the angular momentum a' per unit mass is just
at _

J23

---

RJ51

a

(B.9)

Note that for a given m, m ' ~ o e as a approaches R.

Appendix C. Asymptotic Isometrics
In this appendix the "asymptotic Killing equations"

£¢g~. = O(r- k~,)

(C.1)

are considered (here, k t t = kto = kt¢ = koo = k o , = ko~ = 1, k,r = kor = k,~ = 4, k~r = 5 see Sect. II). These equations define coordinate transformations which preserve
the asymptotic form of the metric, i.e., asymptotic isometrics.
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It turns out that any solution of the Eq. (C.1) for the background metric

(C.2)

£~0~ = O(r- ~ ) ,

is also a solution of (C.1). Accordingly, it is enough to solve the asymptotic
Killing Equations (C.2).
Straightforward computations show that (C.2) is satisfied if and only if Cx
differs from a Killing vector field ±x,brru2%aot.,Jabby terms of the following order:
0

1

ab

0

(4)~r -~U~b=O(r
1 ab r

(C.3a)

),

(C.3b)

~4~o- - ±X,
btTO = O ( r - 5 ) ,
2 ~oz ' J a b

(C.3c)

(4)):~b
±~.brr4, _O(rb --2~m'"ab--

(C.3d)

- 2

5).

[Here the upper left index (4) emphasizes that one is dealing with spacetime
contravariant components.] Since the right-hand sides of (C.3a-d) go to zero at
infinity, they do not contribute to the surface integrals Jab- Only the asymptotic
anti-de Sitter part contributes, which means that the anti-de Sitter group is the
asymptotic symmetry group.
In the case of N = 1 supergravity, one considers besides (C.1) supersymmetry
transformations which leave the fields asymptotically invariant. Again, it is
enough to study the asymptotic Killing-spinor equations for the empty anti-de
Sitter background, where they read
l~Ie = r - 3/2(1 -- 7(1))u1(t, 0, q~) q- O ( r - 5/2),

(C.4a)

l~re= r - 7/2(1 + ~(1))u,(t, 0, ~b)+ O(r- 9/2).

(C.4b)

Equations (C.4) easily yield
=- ~ A u A "4-

r- 5/2(1 + 7(1))a(t, O, ~) + O(r - 7/2),

(C.5)

where a is an arbitrary r-independent spinor and where the ~A are constants.
Again, the difference between e and a true Killing spinor has no effect on the
surface integrals QA and OSp(1,4) is therefore the asymptotic symmetry
superalgebra.
Let us finally point out that % can be set equal to zero by a suitable choice of
the proper gauge piece of (C.5) (which is obtained by setting the constant eA equal
to zero). This result is related to the fact that ip~ drops out from the supercharges
QA. However, taking ~ = 0 does not really simplify the discussion and this gauge
condition has not been adopted here. A similar feature arises when the
cosmological constant vanishes [35].
[We would like to point out here that when A = 0 the asymptotic superalgebra is infinite dimensional due to the angle dependent translations (which are
absent when A <0) but its fermionic component is nevertheless just the usual
"square root" of the Poincar6 algebra and is thus four-dimensional. Spinor fields
which behave like e(t, 0, ~b) (in the cartesian frames) and which yield angledependent translations when squared must be discarded because their covariant
derivatives only fall off as 1/r at infinity and hence, do not preserve the flat space
boundary conditions ~p~~ l/r2.]
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Appendix D . Equivalence o f Our Boundary Conditions with the
Boundary Conditions on the Conformal Completion o f Spacetime

We have shown in the main text that our boundary conditions for asymptotically
anti-de Sitter spaces imply the ones proposed in [4]. We prove here the converse,
namely, that those of [4] imply ours.
We begin the analysis by assuming, as in [4], that one can conformally rescale
the "physical" metric ds 2,
(D. I)

dgZ = ~"~2ds 2

so that the surface at infinity 1, which is located where the conformal factor f2
vanishes, is brought in to a finite distance in the new metric. We also assume, for
simplicity, that the physical metric obeys exactly the vacuum Einstein equations
everywhere [although, as will be apparent in the sequel, one only needs these
vacuum equations - equations (D.4) below - to hold asymptotically to order f2 as in [4] - to prove the equivalence].
Lastly, in order to simplify the mathematical discussion as much as possible,
we also take the "unphysical" metric 0,~ to be analytic close to and on the surface
at infinity. We will not go in this paper into the problem of relaxing this condition
- something that can clearly be done.
The Ricci tensors of two metrics which are conformal to each other according
to (D.t) are related by
A
R~ =/~6 + 2 ~_~ + 0 ~ 6 ~2~"~

30~,aA~O

(D.2)

(see e.g. [36]). Here and everywhere in this appendix, the semi-column denotes
the covariant derivative in the "unphysical" metric 0~6, whereas A2f2 and All2
stand for

respectively. Besides, we refer the components of tensors to frames which are
smooth in the vicinity of I [unlike the orthonormal frame (II.8) of Sect. II].
The metric ~a and the function f2 are by hypothesis regular close to and on
the surface at infinity. Accordingly, the Ricci tensor /~a and the covariant
derivatives I2;,a, f2;~ are also regular. It follows from this remark and the Einstein
equations for the physical metric,
R~a = - 3 9 ~ = - J ~O~p
,

(D.4)

that the square of the gradient of f2 must be constant and equal to one on the
surface at infinity f2--0. This results from the fact that the most singular parts
(f2-2 terms) on both sides of the identity (D.2) must be equal. Here, we have
assumed, for definiteness, that the radius of curvature is itself unity. There is no
loss of generality in doing so, because if one can prove the equivalence of both
sets of boundary conditions for a given radius of curvature, then, equivalence for
all radii follows upon constant conformal rescaling of the physical metric.
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A useful simplification is introduced by noticing that the unphysical metric
is not uniquely determined by the physical metric d s 2, since one still has the
freedom of making conformal transformations
dg 2

(D.5)

d g '2 = 0) 2 d g 2

with a function 0) which vanishes nowhere. Under that rescaling, the conformal
factor becomes
f2'= 0)f2.
(D.6)
One can take advantage of this freedom to make the gradient of the new
conformal factor (D.6), computed in the new unphysical metric (D.5), equal to
one not only on the surface at infinity I, but also in its vicinity,
All2" = I.

(D.7)

Equation (D.7) can be read as a partial differential equation for 0) and possesses
locally a solution.
Furthermore, one may exploit still further the freedom (D.6) by requiring in
addition that the induced metric on I be given by
dg'2ll = - d t z + dO 2 +

sin 20dqk2 .

(D.8)

This can always be done as a result of Hawking's demand that the conformal
group of motions of I be the anti-de Sitter group [4]. [The ten 0(3, 2) conformal
Killing vectors of (D.8) are simply obtained from the vectors (A.5) by subtracting
their 0/OQ-component.]
We will assume from now on that the conformal factor has been chosen
according to (D.7) and (D.8) and we will drop the prime on the new unphysical
metric.
In order to make contact with the boundary conditions put forward in
Sect. II, we first construct an appropriate coordinate system in the neighborhood
of the surface f2 = 0 as follows. The first coordinate u is taken to be just f2 itself.
The other coordinates y" (a = 1,2, 3) are, on u = 0, the coordinates t, 0, ~bof (D.8).
They are propagated off the surface at infinity in such a way that the curves of
constant t, 0, ~ are orthogonal to the surfaces u = const.
Because the gradient of f2 has unit magnitude, this coordinate system turns
out to be gaussian,
d g 2 = d u 2 + Oab(U, y ) d y a d y b ,
(D.9)
with 0ab given by (D.8) on u = 0 .
Next, we investigate the consequences of Einstein Eq. (D.4) on the metric
functions 0,b- Let
1 (n~
g-a b ( ~t~ Y ) = . Z = o ~ O a b (Y) U " ,
.
(DIO)
=
.
(o)

be the Taylor expansion of gab- From (D.8), the non vanishing coefficients
are equal to
o

O, = - 1,

o

000 = 1,

o

2

~0~ = sin 0.

9~b(Y)

(D.11)
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In view of (D.7), the vacuum Einstein equations (D.4) for the physical metric
become, after some elementary rearrangements,
A~p = f2G~a+ 20; ~a- 2A 2~'~gct/~ = 0.

(D. 12)

Here G~a is the Einstein tensor of j~p. Note that these equations are not the
vacuum Einstein equations for the metric O~p. Nevertheless, they possess some of
their general features.
For instance, because of the contracted Bianchi identity for G~, the
Eq. (D.12) are not all independent. It actually turns out that the "constraint
equations"
A..=0,

A.a=0,

(D.13)

hold for all values of the "time" u as a consequence of the "dynamical equations"
A.b=0

(D.14)

(2)

provided (i) that the second order term A.. in the Taylor expansion of A.u in
powers of u is zero,
(2)

A..=0;

(D.15)

(3)

and (ii), that the u3-coefficient As, in the expansion of Aa, vanishes too,
(3)

A,,=0.

(D.16)

The detailed proof of this statement is straightforward and is based (i) on the
contracted Bianchi identity for G,a as mentioned above; and (ii) on the Taylor
expansion of the Eq. (D.12). It will not be reproduced here.
It follows from the above analysis that in order to solve the system (D.12), it is
sufficient to consider the Eqs. (D.14), (D.15), and (D.16).
Let us first study the dynamical Eq. (D.14), which contain the first and second
derivatives of dab'
Straightforward computations reveal that to order one, these equations imply
(1)

9ab=0.

(D.17)

Relation (D.17) is equivalent to the statement that the extrinsic curvature of the
(1)

surface at infinity vanishes since 0oh reduces there to the first derivative of the
metric with respect to u and since the "shift" 9a. vanishes.
Next, lengthy but still elementary - calculations show that to order u, the
(2)

Eq. (D.12) determine completely 0.b as
(2)

0, = - 1,

(D.18a)

(2)

9oo = - 1,
(2)
j # = - sin 2 0.

(D.18b)
(D. 18c)
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The conditions (D.17) and (D.18) are already sufficient to guarantee that the
physical metric 9~p possesses the asymptotic behavior of Sect. II. This can be
explicitly seen by making the change of radial variables
1

u

r = - - ~,
u

(D.19)

which transforms the metric d s 2 = f2-2dg2 into
ds 2 = ds~a
2 s + h~adx~dx p .

(D.20)

Here, dsaas
2 is the anti-de Sitter metric written in the standard coordinate system
(II.1) whereas the perturbation h,¢ has the asymptotic decrease dictated by (II.2).
Although this completes the proof of the equivalence between Hawking
boundary conditions and ours, it is of interest to study further the Eq. (D.12), if
only to see "how many" non trivial solutions #~p of Einstein equations exist which
are asymptotically anti-de Sitter. This is done by analyzing the next order terms
in the expansion of Aab (orders u 2 and beyond). That analysis is devoided of
conceptual difficulties and we only report the results here.
To order u z, the dynamical Eq. (D.14) completely degenerate and are
identically fulfilled as a consequence of (D.17). Accordingly, they yield no
(3)

restriction on gab, which can be chosen arbitrarily at this stage. In contrast, the
higher orders (u 3, u 4 . . . . ) of the dynamical equations completely determine the
(
(4)
)
(3)
next orders of 0.b coefficients 0ab and higher in terms of 9.b. Hence the general
solution of the dynamical Eq. (D.14) contains six functions
(3)

Oab~ Pab

(D.21)

of the three variables t, 0, ~b.
It remains to impose the constraint Eq. (D.15) and (D.16). These turn out to
imply restrictions on the "initial data" Pab which explicitly read
p.b~%=0

(D.22)

p]Ib=0.

(D.23)

and

In (D.23), the covariant derivative is computed with the metric (D.8). The linear
conditions (D.22), (D.23) are the only constraints on the symmetric tensor P,bThe conclusion of the study of the Eq. (D.12) is that there are as many
asymptotically anti-de Sitter solutions of the Einstein equations with a negative
cosmological constant as there are symmetric, traceless and transverse second
rank tensors on the manifold R x S 2 endowed with the metric (D.8). (These local
conditions should be supplemented, in the case when the spacetime topology is
R 4, by the non trivial requirement that the field components match at points
within a finite distance when coming from infinity in different directions.)
Finally, we note that the transverseness and tracelessness ofpab imply that the
surface integral
Q [ ~ -~ ~ ~apabd2z~b,

(D.24)
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taken over a spacelike two-dimensional section of the "cylinder" R x S 2, is
actually independent of the chosen section whenever ~a is one of the ten
conformal Killing vectors of the metric (D.8). This is no accident because one can
show that the 0(3,2) charges of Sect. III are intimately connected with those
defined by (D.24). [-The connection involves conjugation ("similarity transformation") of the 0(3, 2) charges by an appropriate section-dependent element of the
anti-de Sitter group.] Incidentally, one may show that Pab is equal to the electric
part of the rescaled Weyl tensor of (D.1). If this fact is used, the charges (D.24)
coincide with those considered in [32].
It is important to realize that the conservation of the charges Q[~] does not
completely follow from the asymptotic behavior (II.2) of the spacetime metric.
Indeed, as we have just seen, Q[~] will be conserved only if the "constraint
equations" (D.15) and (D.16) -- which are part of Einstein equations for the
physical metric - hold. But (D.15) and (D.16) yield the additional restrictions
(D.22) and (D.23) on the leading order of the deviation h~,(t, r, O, (~) from the antide Sitter background.
The need for additional restrictions on h~, besides those of Sect. II also arises
in the hamiltonian formalism. Indeed, as shown in the next appendix, the
canonical generators H[~] associated with asymptotic 0(3, 2) Killing vectors
preserve the boundary conditions on the canonical variables, and hence, are well
defined as canonical generators, only if additional requirements are met at
infinity. From the hamiltonian viewpoint, this happens even on-shell, because
there exist solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations which are asymptotic to
anti-de Sitter space [in the sense of (II.2e-j), (II.9)] on some spacelike slice, but
which do not remain asymptotically anti-de Sitter in the course of evolution.
It should be noted that the necessity of extra boundary conditions in the
(3 + 1)-analysis of the field equations in the presence of reflective boundary
conditions is not peculiar to the gravitational field. It also occurs, for example, in
the simpler case of a two-dimensional Klein-Gordon field ~b propagating in a
finite interval [a, b] and required to vanish at the boundaries. In that instance,
one finds that the conditions ~b(a)= ~b(b)= 0 are preserved by the Klein-Gordon
equations only if all the spatial derivatives ~"/of even order also vanish at the
endpoints.

Appendix E. Asymptotic Conditions and Time Evolution
In the main text, we have shown that a spacetime metric obeying the boundary
conditions (II.1-2) is asymptotically invariant under spacetime changes of
coordinates (or "diffeomorphisms") which become asymptotically anti-de Sitter
transformations. We have also shown that in such a spacetime, the spatial metric
and its canonical momentum fall off as in (II.2e-2j, 9) on the appropriate spacelike
sections.
One can then ask the following initial value problem: suppose one is given on
an initial surface t = 0 data (gij,~ ~j) which obey the constraint equations
everywhere and which have the asymptotic behavior of Sect. II. Can one find
appropriate lapse and shift functions such that these initial data can be developed,
by means of Hamiltonian equations, into a spacetime metric obeying (II.2)?
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Here, we give to the terms lapse and shift their standard meaning
N l = ( _ go0) - 1/2,

(E. la)

N i = (S)gijgjo.

(E. ib)

They are equal to the ~J- and ~ used in the main text when the asymptotic Killing
vector is chosen to be Us1. For simplicity, we restrict the discussion in this
appendix to ordinary (vacuum) gravity. The extension to supergravity should
proceed along similar lines but we have not investigated it.
The analysis of this problem is much subtler and difficult than its analog in
asymptotically flat space. The difficulties which appear may already be seen if one
takes as initial data those of a t = constant slice of the Schwarzschild anti-de Sitter
metric [Eq. (B. 1) with a = 0]. In that case the exact N -L, N k are of course such that
the boundary conditions are preserved in time. However if one takes instead those
of anti-de Sitter space, which we will call Naris, Nkaas, one finds that the boundary
conditions are not preserved.
Now, the difference between both choices of N ±, N k vanishes at large distances
but, as the above observation shows, cannot be neglected. This means that in the
general case one must also impose conditions on the next orders in an expansion of
N -Land N k in decreasing powers of r. This, of course, must be done by requiring the
permissible N -L and N k to preserve the boundary conditions (II.2.9) on the
canonical variables.
The analysis proceeds as follows. Comparison of Eqs. (II.2) and (E.1) yields the
following asymptotic behavior for the lapse and the shift:
N ± = N~as + O(r- 2),

(E.2a)

N" = N~as + O(r- 2),

(E.2b)

N o = N°as + O(r- 3),

(E.2c)

N ~'= N~.as + O(r- 3).

(E.2d)

Straightforward examination of the hamiltonian equations reveal that the r- 3
and r -4 orders of the differences N -0- N ~ d0s and NO-N~as are completely
determined by demanding that 0r0 and 0to (equal to [9~o,H[~]] and [9r4, H[~]],
respectively) be of the same order as g¢o and gro [i.e., O(r-4)]. The other O~b
equations give no constraint on N "t, N k.
It remains to impose the conditions that ~tab be also of the appropriate order.
This should yield restrictions on N ± - - N ,±as and ~,
~,r~_ N ~aas. A problem arises here,
however, namely that the conditions [r~"b, H[~]] = O(n "b) are not two in number,
but rather they are four asymptotic partial differential equations. [Four and not
six because two of them, the ~ ° = O ( r - 2 ) and zV°=O(r -2) equations, are
automatically satisfied.] Moreover, N r drops out from the remaining four relations
so that they become simultaneous restrictions on the single function N ±.
Now, these equations are not integrable unless the initial data gab and 7~"b obey
additional requirements at infinity. Only if these integrability conditions are met
will N ± exist.
This is not the end of the story for one must impose the preservation in time (i.e.,
by the hamilton±an equations) of the integrability conditions. This leads to new
asymptotic conditions on the canonical variables.
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We will not analyze in detail here the additional asymptotic conditions that
must be imposed on the canonical variables. One m a y be sure that a consistent set
of additional restrictions can be found just from the simple observation that those
- yet to be determined - conditions will be obeyed by canonical variables (gab, n"b)
that can be obtained from a spacetime metric 9~u (i) which obeys the boundary
conditions given in Sect. II and (ii) which is a solution to Einstein equations.
Moreover the convergence and proporties of the surface integral giving the
0(3, 2) charges has been shown without appealing to the explicit form of these
extra conditions - although it was implicitly used that the generators H [ ~ ]
m a p p e d allowed configurations on allowed configurations - so the analysis and
conclusions in the paper remain valid.
Lastly we remark that the considerations of this section m a y be carried
through if one assumes that the constraint equations are only valid asymptotically
(instead of everywhere). One then finds, in particular, that the constraint functions
X L and ~ must decrease faster than what would be naively suggested by (II.2).
Actually it turns out that they must decrease more rapidly than any power of r - 1.
[This, incidentally, guarantees that the volume integral ~(Nl~£~ + Nk:Kk)d3x in the
Hamiltonian converges - - a property which does not follow from (II.2) alone.]
A complete analysis of this problem in 2 + 1 spacetime dimensions m a y be
found in [37]. In that simpler theory one finds the concise statement that all the
extra conditions are just the requirements on the asymptotic decrease of oWj_and
mentioned above.
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